
22 Red Baron Road, Chisholm, NSW 2322
House For Rent
Sunday, 23 June 2024

22 Red Baron Road, Chisholm, NSW 2322

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House

Kathy  Dyson

0401020255

https://realsearch.com.au/house-22-red-baron-road-chisholm-nsw-2322
https://realsearch.com.au/kathy-dyson-real-estate-agent-from-alpha-1-property-chisholm


$760 per week

Nestled within the serene suburb of Chisholm, this refined family abode presents an unparalleled opportunity for those

seeking a harmonious blend of sophistication and comfort. Offering an array of tasteful features, this dwelling stands as a

testament to refined living in one of Chisholm's most sought-after neighbourhoods.Key Features:4 Bedrooms, Each

Adorned with Built-in Robes Experience the allure of spacious living with four well-appointed bedrooms, each graced

with built-in robes that cater to your storage needs. These thoughtfully designed spaces ensure ample room for personal

belongings, fostering an organised and clutter-free environment for your family. Master Suite with Ensuite and Walk-in

Robe Indulge in the luxury of the master suite, boasting its very own ensuite for utmost privacy and convenience. The

attached walk-in robe offers an abundance of storage space, ensuring your wardrobe is elegantly accommodated.Ducted

Air Conditioning Experience year-round comfort with the convenience of ducted air conditioning, guaranteeing a

pleasant indoor climate regardless of the season. Revel in the perfect equilibrium between form and function within these

climate-controlled interiors.Modern Kitchen with Stainless Steel Appliances Discover culinary delight in the

well-appointed kitchen, featuring a suite of stainless steel appliances that elevate your cooking experience. The gas

cooktop stands as a testament to culinary finesse, ensuring precision in every dish prepared. A walk-in pantry provides

ample storage for your pantry essentials, maintaining an uncluttered ambiance.Undercover Entertaining Area with

Alfresco Doors Step into the realm of indoor/outdoor living with the undercover entertaining area, seamlessly connected

through exquisite alfresco doors. This curated space sets the stage for memorable gatherings and tranquil relaxation,

where the allure of the outdoors is embraced in harmony with your indoor sanctum.Embrace the harmonious lifestyle

that awaits within the walls of this distinguished residence in the heart of Chisholm. With its meticulous design, modern

features, and a seamless integration of indoor and outdoor spaces, this property exemplifies a sophisticated haven for

your family.For enquiries and to schedule a private viewing, please contact Kathy on 0401 020 255. Don't miss this

exceptional opportunity to reside in a home that encapsulates both elegance and practicality in the charming suburb of

Chisholm.


